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Prognostics in eXpress Informed Recommendations / Informed Diagnostics
Prognostics-Informed Diagnostic Engineering will come naturally to users of eXpress—simply add prognostic definitions

and specify the extent to which prognostics are to be taken into account by the diagnostics. The same full-system approach that
eXpress brings to diagnostic engineering will be used to assess the effectiveness of the proposed Prognostic Health Management
(PHM) capability. It’s really that simple.

Prognostic Candidates – To help identify the

failure modes for which it would be most desirable
to develop prognostics, eXpress ranks prognostic
candidates based on user-specified criteria.
Selected prognostic measurements are represented
in eXpress in terms of their projected behavior—the
time before failure (or horizon) that the prognosis
is expected and the estimated confidence that the
prognosis will occur at or before that horizon.

In this list of Prognostic Candidates generated by eXpress, individual failure modes
have been ranked based on a user-specified combination of the end effect severity of
each failure and its relative likelihood of occurrence.

Prognostic and Diagnostic Analysis – Collectively,
the individual prognostic definitions are used by eXpress
to estimate prognostic performance for an entire system.
Moreover, system diagnostics are assessed and optimized
to provide a better understanding of diagnostic behavior for
systems that are to be supported using prognostics.

In this eXpress model of an automotive braking system (part of which is pictured above), the
brake pads and the tires have been targeted for prognostics.

Setting the Stage for STAGE – The same prognostic and diagnostic data that is used to perform PHM analyses within
eXpress can be easily exported to STAGE for more extensive, simulation-based analyses and automated trade studies.

The use of prognostics or condition-based maintenance can really reduce the likelihood
of critical failure, as can be seen in this chart produced by STAGE.

STAGE recognizes when inadequate PHM can result in false system or mission aborts
(depicted in red in the above chart, with the “true” aborts shown in orange).

PHM Trade Studies in STAGE
PHM Optimization based on Both Requirements and Constraints – Using STAGE, your overall Prognostic Health
Management solution can be evaluated based not only on how well it meets system requirements (some of which are listed
below), but also on how well it can be implemented within given cost constraints—including development and other non-recurring
engineering (NRE) costs, as well as the continuing costs of ownership. So, if you want to see whether the long-term benefits of
those additional prognostic sensors will justify their expensive price tag, try them out on STAGE.
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Extensive Cost Analysis – STAGE takes cost very,
very seriously, allowing the costs associated with proposed
PHM solutions to be examined from a variety of angles.
Trade studies in STAGE can list overall maintenance
costs, the cost that is “wasted” when items are replaced
prior to failure, the cost of “extra” replacements, the labor
cost resulting from manual troubleshooting, and NRE
costs (including prognostic sensor development). Cost
can be categorized by repair item, by test or prognostic
measurement, by maintenance type, by the reason for
replacement, or even by the size of the associated fault
group isolated by the diagnostics.

This page presents a small sampling of the many cost-related calculations available in STAGE. In the bar chart at the top, replacement cost over time is categorized by maintenance
type (note the periodic spikes as scheduled maintenance is performed). The report in the middle lists the cumulative replacement cost for each item, categorized by the reason that the
cost was incurred (in this example, the items have been sorted to show those for which the greatest cost was due to diagnostic ambiguity). The pie chart depicts the costs (categorized
by reason) that result from “extra” item replacements—costs that are only incurred because items were previously replaced prior to failure. In this example, “extra” costs result more from
earlier false removals (yellow) than either prognostics (magenta) or scheduled maintenance (green). The graph on the left compares the cost of “extra” item replacements (light green)
during the simulated time span with the “wasted” portion of the cumulative item replacement costs (darker green), based on the remaining useful life of each replaced item.
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Finding the Right Balance of Diagnostics, Prognostics and Maintenance
Automated Trade Study Analysis – In STAGE, trade studies can be performed by simply saving the results of multiple

simulation runs (each representing a different case under consideration). The Simulation Summary Report will automatically
list the appropriate metrics side-by-side for easy comparison. Because these metrics are based on the specific calculations
that you have selected for each run of the simulation, the resulting summary will include precisely those aspects of the overall
health management design that are valuable within that trade study.

This Simulation Summary Report from STAGE lists the results from four separate simulation runs—each of which employs a different approach to maintaining the system. Although
this specific example might be used to compare the relative merits of the different approaches, STAGE also allows you to simulate and compare the impact of more “balanced”
maintenance plans (where each case utilizes multiple approaches to maintain the system).

Achieving a Balance – Over the years, there

have been numerous attempts at monological health
maintenance—systems for which all critical failures were
to be averted using extensive redundancy or eliminated
altogether by prognostics. For the majority of complex
systems, however, the most feasible solution is often a
balanced PHM “cocktail” that employs multiple means to
prevent critical failures.

The above graph shows the different approaches used to maintain each item in this
sample system. The percentage of each item’s replacements that result from corrective maintenance are colored white, replacements based on prognostics are magenta,
and replacements due to scheduled maintenance are light green. In STAGE, trade
studies can be easily developed to compare the impact of different PHM “cocktails”.

STAGE provides a flexible and extensible platform upon
which to evaluate the trade-offs between the development
of expensive (and unproven) prognostic sensors, the use
of wasteful or ineffective maintenance schedules, and
the addition of space or weight-consuming hardware
redundancy. The reviews are in—when you develop your
next PHM solution, STAGE analysis should be seated
front and center.
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Prognostic Analysis in STAGE PHM from a Variety of Perspectives
In-Depth Analyses of Prognostic Effectiveness – Once the
diagnostic model and prognostic definitions have been imported from
eXpress, STAGE can then be used to analyze the effectiveness of the
proposed prognostic solution. Included in STAGE’s stock calculations
are a number of prognostics-related graphs and reports (a few of which
are depicted on this page), allowing prognostic performance to be
evaluated from a variety of perspectives.

Charts and Reports – Every calculation

in STAGE can be viewed either as a chart or
as a report. You may wish to use the charts
to track trends over time and the reports to
investigate the causes behind those trends.

Presentation-Ready – Any of

the charts produced by STAGE can
be easily exported to a graphic file
that can be directly incorporated into
your own reports and presentations.
There’s nothing quite like a graph to
explain complex prognostic behavior
over time.
Above, the top three STAGE analysis charts all depict how critical failures are handled in a given system. Prognosed critical failures are colored magenta, whereas unprognosed critical
failures are color-coded by severity (the most severe failures, for instance, are colored red). The first chart shows critical failures over time, the pie chart depicts the overall percentages,
and the chart on the right breaks down critical failures by failure mode. The bottom three charts depict the Mean Time Between Prognoses, Faults that Occur Despite Prognostics and the
Average Prognostic Horizon Over Time.
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